Therapy, accessibility, and pure luxury.
Hydro Dimensions offers the finest walk in bathtubs available, providing the ultimate in accessibility and pure comfort. We concentrate on quality, rather than mass quantities. Each tub is meticulously assembled by hand, combining a sturdy stainless steel frame, quality tub construction, and hardware. The finished tub can be installed into an existing tub space within a few days, all at an affordable price.
The ins and outs of walk in bathtubs.

Beauty, luxury and accessibility come by way of careful design. Take, for instance, the contoured seat that measures 17 inches in height, ideal for sitting down and getting back up with ease. A no-leak door lock and sealing system offers a sure, watertight seal use after use, year after year. In fact, it comes with a lifetime guarantee. The extremely low threshold across the entryway allows for easy and safe access. Simply open the door and step in to enjoy the many benefits of a Hydro Dimensions walk in bathtub.
Designed to fit in the smallest of existing tub spaces, this compact yet spacious bathtub is 26” wide, 53” from end to end, and a luxurious 3’ deep. So even a small bathroom can accommodate this walk in tub, allowing you to soak comfortably and completely.

**MODEL 2653**

**DIGNITY® SERIES**

Your concerns about safety will disappear.

IAPMO R&T and UL Underwriters Laboratories

All of our walk in bathtubs are tested to IAPMO standards (the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials) and all Hydro Dimension bathtubs carry the UPC Certification (Universal Plumbing Code) covering the tub shell. In addition, every bathtub is UL listed, an independent product safety certification organization which covers the electrical portion of the Hydro and Air Massage systems.

All of our tubs and systems are thoroughly tested under the premises of these certifications to ensure top quality unrivaled by any other walk in bathtub company. All of our clients enjoy a 10 year limited lifetime warranty on the therapeutic systems and a **limited lifetime warranty on the frame, shell, and door seal.**
Designed to fit in the smallest of existing tub spaces, this compact, yet spacious, bathtub is a luxurious 3’ deep. The tub measures 26” wide and 53” from end to end with an 7” extension filler panel to complete a 60” standard space. So even a small bathroom can accommodate this walk in tub, allowing you to soak comfortably and completely.

**MODEL HD 2653**
Getting in and out of a Hydro Dimensions walk in bathtub is simple and safe, even those with limited mobility can enjoy its therapeutic value and relaxing benefits. Once you’re in the tub, the latest hydrostatic technology guarantees a watertight seal for continuous, trouble-free use.

**A Syllent™ system maintains the warmth of bath water as it circulates around the motor’s heat, eliminating the need for noisy fans and increasing energy efficiency.**

**MODEL HD 3048**

Luxury has never been this accessible.
Our tubs come with various options, including an air massage system, hydro massage, or a combination of both.

MODEL HD 3052

This tub is slightly deeper than our other standard models, adding another 4” of warm, relaxing, therapeutic comfort. Using a hydro, air, or dual massage system, you can enjoy continually warm water thanks to a Syllent™ motor.
Where therapy and relaxation become one..

Our tubs come with various options including an air massage system, hydro massage, or a combination of both.

MODEL HD 3055

A massage bath has been found to provide relief from such ailments as arthritis and diabetes, as well as aching joints and stress. Therapeutic benefits of a warm bath include buoyancy and massage. The warm water increases circulation; which reduces pressure on muscles and joints. A jet massage loosens tight muscles and releases endorphins, a natural pain reliever.
A Syllent™ system maintains the warmth of bath water as it circulates around the motor. The water takes on the motor's heat, eliminating the need for noisy fans and increasing energy efficiency.

Our tubs come with various options, including an air massage system, hydro massage, or a combination of both.

**MODEL HD 3260**

The 3260 is for use in new construction or home addition remodels. It stretches a full 5’ across, 36” deep, and measures 32” from the tub at the back wall to the front. Just like our other models, there is a secure access panel that makes plumbing installation and maintenance as simple as possible.
Walk in, lie back, and relax.

**MODEL HD 3155-D**

This tub is a deep soaker, with an additional 10” of warm, relaxing, therapeutic comfort. You can soak all the way up to the base of your neck; which is one of the most affected areas caused by stress and strain. Also, with a hydro or dual massage system, you can enjoy continually warm water thanks to a Syllent™ motor.
All hardware and fixtures are chrome plated to add style, strength and beauty. Each has been designed for use with our tubs.

**Model HD 3260-D**

This large, extra deep tub offers the ultimate in deep soaking. It adds an additional 10” of water depth to the 3260 and boasts an easy access door that is 18” wide.

From our standard 26” model to our largest 32” deep soaker, therapy, safety, and luxury are just a few simple steps away.
Elevating walk in bathtubs to the next level.

SAFETY & ACCESSIBILITY

A 17” high contoured seat for effortless seating
It is important for the seat in the tub to be at least 17” high so that a person can sit down and get back up easily and safely. The 17” seat height meets ADA (American Disability Act) standards.

Valves, drain and accessories
We’ve gone to great efforts to develop accessories that bring added safety and ease of use. For instance, our optional thermostatic mixing valve provides added protection for the bather from potential hot water scalding.

Electrical components exceed safety standards
Pumps, switches and controllers used in our bathtubs meet or exceed NRTL (Nation Recognized Testing Laboratory) standards.

Certification and Code Compliance
Certification lets our customers know that our walk in bathtubs comply with all necessary building codes, association criteria, product safety, and performance standards. It also means that our manufacturing process and products will undergo periodic follow-up inspections to ensure continued compliance, safety, and performance. Our walk in bathtubs meet extensive certification, and even surpass requirements for new construction and renovation.

Innovations inside and out
Not only do we meet industry standards; in many aspects, we exceed them and set our own standards for quality, safety, and durability. Take for instance, our unique plumbing system. Pipes are custom formed around the shape of the tub in order to prevent kinking and restricted flow. Our tubs also feature a unique air system; which uses a special check valve designed to let air out, while keeping water from getting in. The air system also performs an automatic purge cycle after each use to blow out any remaining moisture.

Our bathtubs have been designed with the lowest possible entryway, while staying within the scope of a remodel application. The extra low threshold allows a person with hip or knee problems to enter and exit the tub with very little discomfort.
While soaking in the tub, body weight is reduced by 90%. This helps to relieve pressure on sore joints and muscles, while providing a deep sense of rest and relaxation. Whirlpool hydrotherapy uses powerful massaging jets for an invigorating, deep massage that relaxes tight muscles, rejuvenates the tissues, and releases natural painkillers. Combination hydrotherapy uses both air and water jets to provide a unique bathing experience, allowing for the deepest of therapeutic benefits.

HEALTH & THERAPY

Health benefits of whirlpool jets
Air jets, water jets, or both are known to treat common ailments including: muscle cramps and weakness, diabetes, circulatory diseases, arthritis and osteoarthritis, back pain, and a variety of physical injuries.

Warm Water Baths
Soaking in warm water provides a variety of health benefits such as: opening up small blood vessels that are close to the tissues, helping tissues heal through oxygenation and the purging of harmful toxins, lessening aches and pains, increasing the production of beneficial hormones, increasing circulation, and stimulating the immune system.

Cold Water Therapy
Not only can a warm bath help, but cold water offers certain health benefits too, such as opening constricted blood vessels to reduce swelling and helping to heal sprains.

Air Massage System
Unlike the powerful deep tissue massage of our hydro systems, our air massage systems generate thousands of tiny air bubbles, preheated to your body temperature, that engulf you in a gentle caressing therapeutic massage from the top of your neck to the soles of your feet. The gentle air movement activates the immune system and increases blood circulation, relieving sore muscles, joint pain, and inflammation.

Hydrostatic Pressure
When weightlessness is combined with the massaging action of whirlpool jets, tight muscles are loosened while natural painkillers known as endorphins are released.

Back Massage (Hydro Massage Systems)
Our adjustable back jets provide a nice, relaxing back massage while bathing; which helps with back pain, the second most common reason people see the doctor. Back pain is reduced while flexibility is increased.
Therapy that appeals to your senses.

It does not matter if your pain or discomfort is the result of age, injury, or stress; the ability to have access to deep warm water daily and in the comfort of your own home is both soothing to your body’s needs and extremely healthy. In addition, with our HD Series walk in bathtubs, you will have the ability to relax in a wonderful and therapeutic solution daily.

MASSAGE SYSTEMS

Ozone Purification Option (Air Massage Systems)
Our walk in bathtubs incorporate nature’s method of purifying water to sanitize the bath water and create an anti-bacterial environment. Ozone contains three atoms of oxygen rather than two, creating a powerful and natural sanitizer. It remains as three atoms in water only for a second, just long enough to purify the water. After that, it reverts back to regular oxygen so that no by-products are left in the water after purification has taken place.

UV Purification Option (Hydro Massage Systems)
For many years UV has been used to make drinking water safer, to reduce bacteria and mold in hospital air ducts and routinely installed in municipal waste water treatment plants. Our walk in tubs incorporate a UV system, plumbed in-line, to purify the system. This UV system creates the same germicidal rays as the sun, but hundreds of times stronger. As the water passes through the UV chamber, the germicidal rays safely reduce bacteria, viruses, and mold without leaving behind any harmful by-products like chemicals do, providing a cleaner, safer bathing experience.

Ultra-Quiet Whirlpool Operation
Hydro Dimensions walk in bathtubs use the revolutionary Syllent™ Motor to provide the quietest whirlpool bath available today. Most systems are noisy and energy inefficient, using an electric motor in combination with a noisy pump attached to a cooling fan to keep the motor cool. Also, the typical add-on heaters used in other whirlpool systems barely maintain bath temperature. The Syllent™ pump maintains the warm water, as it cools the motor; remaining quiet, and providing a more dependable operation.
Luxury Bath of Tampa Bay

Luxury Bath of Tampa Bay is a local bathroom remodeling company that provides top quality installation services. We are different than other remodeling companies in many ways including:

- A+ rating with Better Business Bureau
- Licensed plumbers (#CFC1427288), bonded and insured
- Several years of experience installing walk in bathtubs
- Offer complete remodeling services such as tiling floors, toilets, vanities, vanity tops, drywall, and many other services
- Use of own ‘clean cut’ employees - no subcontractors other than licensed electricians when needed
- Walk in tub installation completed in as little as 2 days
- Showroom with walk in tub displays available to sit in and try out
- Free financing options available
### HD SERIES

#### SPECIFICATIONS

**Dimensions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Exterior Width (back to front)</th>
<th>Interior Water Depth Max.</th>
<th>Exterior Height</th>
<th>Exterior Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD 2653</td>
<td>26”</td>
<td>29”</td>
<td>36”</td>
<td>53”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 3048</td>
<td>30”</td>
<td>31”</td>
<td>38”</td>
<td>48”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 3052</td>
<td>30”</td>
<td>33”</td>
<td>40”</td>
<td>52”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 3055</td>
<td>30”</td>
<td>31”</td>
<td>38”</td>
<td>54”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 3153</td>
<td>31”</td>
<td>30”</td>
<td>36”</td>
<td>54”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 3260</td>
<td>32”</td>
<td>29”</td>
<td>36”</td>
<td>60”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 3155-D</td>
<td>31”</td>
<td>39”</td>
<td>46”</td>
<td>55”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 3260-D</td>
<td>32”</td>
<td>39”</td>
<td>46”</td>
<td>60”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sizes are rounded to the nearest inch.

All 26”, 30” and 31” walk-in tubs are designed to fit into an existing tub space with custom trim added to the length, as needed, to meet existing walls. The 32” models are 60” in length for use in new construction and major remodels.